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Buckle Mention:

- Marcelle Siegal: won the PAIAW number-one singles last week, leading to Haverford to the team title.

Fords Reclaim Hood Trophy

By Tanya Bartuz

Major destruction was caused by guests at an Erdman party April 5.

A stall, towel holder, and soap dispenser of the main floor men’s bathroom were ripped out, the sink and mirror were broken, and the entire living room floor was damaged to the point that it needed to be revarnished. The damage was caused during the large alcohol party held in Erdman that evening. Sophomore Jennifer Kouvant, a guest at the party, said that although the party was large, “the number of people there was not inordinate.” Moreover, according to a number of people, both the alcohol policy and the party policy were adhered to. The destruction caused during the party, however, has prompted considerable discussion over how, and whether, the policies should be reformed.

According to those who attended the party, the alcohol policy was stretched if not exactly violated. Although invitations were issued and checked, uninvited guests were allowed in despite the fact that alcohol was being served; in fact, they were charged one dollar more than invited guests for admittance. Moreover, alcohol was taken outside the living room. The party policy was only contravened in that proper notification of the party was not provided to Social Committee; instead of a form being submitted a week in advance, as required, a phone call was made to a member of the committee Tuesday or Wednesday of that week. The purpose of the form, according to the Social Committee, is to determine the occurrence of a party. Because the form was not filled out, the party throwers did not have access to the party-holding recommendations made on that form. These included information about the state liquor laws and recommendations to keep a guest list, have a guest-host ratio of about 2:1, and to have “easily recognizable” hosts. At this party, according to guests, there was only one host, who was unidentifiable among the approximately 150 guests who were there at any one time.

The Self Government Association (SGA) has viewed the party as a catalyst for possible change in the policies. SGA’s discussions of the party have focused on the question of who will pay for damage caused at large parties such as the one at Erdman. According to junior Mary Elizabeth Cave, SGA president, damage reparations has been an issue for the last year and a half. In the past, the administration has paid for repairs out of school funds, but in the future, their cost will probably be the responsibility of the host or organization giving the party.

"We are not governing ourselves... People here aren’t willing to confront other people."

- Andrea Cheng, Social Committee co-head

However, Cave said, this change is not yet definite. In addition, there is no definite policy to cover damage costs in open campus parties. The alcohol policy will be discussed at Sunday’s SGA meeting.

For many people, however, the problem goes beyond the party policy. Sophomore Andrea Cheng, Social Committee co-head, thinks that the Honor Code is breaking down. “We are not governing ourselves,” she said. According to Cheng, “people here aren’t willing to confront other people,” and so responsibility is left entirely up to the individual, whether or not he or she is a member of the community. She sees a need for more rules unless people can bring themselves to follow the spirit of our Code and policies.

Erdman Party Destruction Repercussions Reach Code

Quaker background of the College affected the community in more ways than just the rules requiring attendance at Collection and Fall Day meeting. Hansen pointed to Friends’ principles advocating racial and sexual equality, tolerance and the use of arbitration to resolve conflicts.

Hansen said he carries those principles with him today, particularly in his work, which attempts to address many of the social problems, from drug abuse to poverty, which have led to what he called “the tragic state of the (continued on page 8)
Spring Picnic and Concert this Saturday at Bryn Mawr

Saturday night, Bryn Mawr will host a Spring Picnic and Concert on Merion Green. There will be a picnic dinner on the green from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. and at 6:30, Mikana, a 10-piece traditional West-African drum and dance group, will perform. The band plays a kinetic sampling of African and neo-African rhythms and song styles ranging from Nigerian to Brazilian. In the event of rain, the concert will be held in Thomas Great Hall.

Six to Receive Honorary Degrees Next Week at HC

Six people “very close to Haverford College” will be bestowed honorary degrees at a special Academic Convocation on April 5. President of the College Thomas Kessinger announced. In addition to the awarding ceremony, the gathering will serve “to kick off Haverford’s capital campaign,” Kessinger said.

Bill Ambler ’45, former Director of Admissions at the college, will be honored, as will Earl Harrison ’54, who has been dedicated to Quaker secondary education. The former headmaster at Westtown School, Harrison currently holds that position at Sidwell Friends School in Washington, DC.

Herman “Red” Sommers, a political science professor at Haverford in the 1950’s and 1960’s, will be honored as “a distinguished former professor,” as well as for his work in the field of health care administration and policy, Kessinger said.

David Fraser ’65, the outgoing president of Swarthmore College, will be honored for his work as a scientist and educator. Mary Maples Dunn, currently the president of Smith College, and the former dean of Bryn Mawr College, will be recognized “for her work in higher education and work with Bryn Mawr,” according to Kessinger.

Robert Stevens, former president of Haverford and presently the chancellor at the University of California at Santa Cruz, will be “honored for work on the history of law and for his contributions here at Haverford,” Kessinger said.

Kessinger explained that next Saturday’s gathering is seen as “a Haverford family occasion”: an opportunity to honor distinguished contributors to the college.

Morris and Smith Peace Prize Offered at Haverford

The Ellion P. Morris and Elizabeth P. Smith Peace Prize is now a combined competitive annual set of three awards, open to all full-time students at Haverford College, for outstanding essays on the general topic, “Means of Achieving International Peace.” Such essays should reflect scholarship associated with the liberal arts and not exceed 20 double spaced print-out pages, not counting required notes and bibliography. The essays can deal with a range of conflict-related subjects, as long as some connection to international peace is demonstrated. Essays derived from term papers and senior theses may be appropriate, especially those written to fulfill a Peace Studies Concentration, as long as the actual submission is particular to this competition. Three cash prizes will be awarded, unless sufficiently high standards of merit are not attained in the essays submitted. Essays should be deposited with Professor Harvey Glickman (Coordinator of Peace Studies 1990-92) no later than May 1.

In Memoriam

Joan Haley

Haverford College mourned the loss of Joan M. Haley this week. She died suddenly on April 13. Haley served as executive secretary to Athletic Director Greg Kannensteirn in Ryan Gym. She joined Haverford in 1973 when she worked in the Development Office (now the Office for Institutional Advancement), moving to work for Kannensteirn in 1978. “She coached us through the hard times and saw bright spots,” Kannensteirn. “She will be missed in so many ways,” he said.

Haley is survived by James Haley, Sr., her husband, and her sons, Marine Captain James Haley, Jr. and Notes Dame University student Daniel Haley. Joan Haley was 55. She suffered an aneurysm last Friday, Haverford and never regained consciousness. The funeral was held in her hometown of Pottsville, PA. Memorial will be held on Haverford campus in early May, date to be announced later.

Haverford Profs Honored with Research Grants

Ken Gray, Jr.

Every year, corporations, foundations and other benefactors make award money to professors working on special projects, and Haverford is frequently on the receiving end of these grants. Along with ongoing grants given earlier, Provost of the College Bruce Partridge named four new faculty research grants.

The first of these grants is from the National Endowment for the Humanities and has been given to Religion professor David Dawson. Dawson estimates that there are about 40 grants given by the National Endowment for the Humanities in all disciplines, so the competition is fairly tough.

Dawson plans to use the money to take the year off and work on the core part of a new book on the social and political function of Biblical interpretation. He plans to reconstruct the social and political contexts the scriptures were written in and see how this has affected their interpretations.

Another of the research will entail work “with primary texts written by ancient authors,” Dawson notes. “One thing that makes it interesting to talk about the social and political functions in ancient Christianity is that one can often neglect the social and political functions in ancient Christianity is that one can often forget the 'interest' at work in the text.”

Most work in this area of religious study has been done on purely theological or purely literary bases.

Frances Hookum, professor of French, received a grant from the state of Pennsylvania (for teaching).

Susanne Amador, a new professor at Haverford, has received two grants in Physics. One is from the National Science Foundation and the second is from the Petroleum Research Fund. The second grant, while paying for Amador’s research, will provide new lab equipment in Science.

Another grant is allowing the Astronomy department to pioneer in another way.

Professors Bruce Partridge and Steve Boughn are taking part in a consortium project with Princeton University, Bell Labs, the University of Chicago, and other institutions. The consortium will deal with astrophysical research in Antarctica. Haverford will receive about eight million dollars for this project. “The monies that Haverford requested were primarily for faculty salary and faculty and student travel monies,” Partridge said.

Although Haverford’s participation will be relatively minor, the department will be involved towards the end of the project.

What Haverford will take part in is helping to build three telescopes to be placed at Antarctica. Partridge thinks that Haverford may be able to play part in some of the actual construction. Partridge also noted, “Both Steve and I are hoping to spend a few weeks in the South Pole.”

Crossword Puzzle Answers are found on page 7

The Weekly Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. A large city
2. A type of insect
3. A type of plant
4. A type of animal
5. A type of food
6. A type of clothing
7. A type of drink
8. A type of furniture
9. A type of vehicle
10. A type of musical instrument

Down
11. A type of bird
12. A type of bird
13. A type of bird
14. A type of bird
15. A type of bird
16. A type of bird
17. A type of bird
18. A type of bird
19. A type of bird
20. A type of bird
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Pearl

By Ann Twomey

Five biology professors have launched a mission to raise awareness among students at Haverford about the various animal groups. The group, which includes Eric Becker, a biology professor at Haverford, and Anne McKeown, a professor of biology at Bryn Mawr College, will be doing research to understand more about the relationship between birds and their environment.

Dean of Faculty Mary Ann Goldblatt, who is in charge of the college’s relationship with the surrounding area, said, “American Experience” has been chosen as the theme for this year’s theme. She stated that the college has a strong relationship with the community and “American Experience” is an opportunity to find that relationship.

"American Experience" includes a series of events that will take place on the reservation, including Ted Keen’s talk on the reservation at 8 p.m. on Friday, May 1.

Con Fords Thro Phila Area

By Mia Froniken

Haverford students have been busy this semester. The Haverford Student community has been busy forming connections with other communities, and with the help of a new web site, the students have been able to introduce all the events that happen on campus.

Community managers, who are the heads of the Recruitment Committee, have acted in a forward the idea this attitude with the actual day. People have to go, and the students really needed. Soke Foundation has laid the center to the various activities.

The day of the event came at 5:00 am last day all part of options for the 14 agencies in area. Somewhere somewhere...
By Ann Tweedy

Five bi-college students and one professor embarked on a Peace Studies Mission to American Reservations last spring break in order to explore first hand the issues surrounding nineteenth century treaty rights. The group consisted of Social Work major Bethy Becker; Su Koo, a Freshman English major; Brion Mawr, junior; Betsy Hodges, a graduate student in Social Work at Bryn Mawr; Ann Tweedy, a professor at Haverford; and Eric Becker, a senior at Haverford.

They traveled to the Chippewa tribe on the reservation in northern Wisconsin where they met with the Community Service Coordinator, a Native American who had been working with the tribe for a number of years. The group met at the tribe's headquarters, the Potawatomi School, and had dinner with Chief John Small who spoke of the challenges and victories the tribe has faced in its efforts to retain its identity and culture.

Hodges, a sociology major, described a specific treaty problem which members of the Chippewa tribe on the reservation in northern Wisconsin are presently facing. According to Hodges, the Indians retained certain treaty rights to land such as the rights to hunting, fishing, and gathering when they sold the land. None of these rights, says Hodges, were exercised until fairly recently when a two young residents of the reservation, who had spent a considerable amount of time studying treaty rights, went on a lake about a hundred feet from the reservation. The event caused a great deal of controversy and the two Native Americans were eventually taken to court, where they won their case and regained their rights to use the land. However, although Native Americans now openly exercise their rights to fish on the lake, they encounter significant opposition and often blatant racism. For example, on the day of the first spring thaw, the day that Indians begin to exercise their fishing rights, crowded gatherings, made up of both supporters of the Native Americans and protesters from such groups as Stop Treaty Abuse.

Many of the protesters carry signs with racist slogans on them, and, according to Becker, stones are often hurled at the Native Americans. Becker noted there are "as many as 2,000 protesters every year," and also that the Indians recently won a suit requiring that the protesters remain at least 250 feet from the Native American fishermen, that is if the Indians "wish to react to this new restriction with increased resentment and hatred towards the Native Americans." Becker also displayed an advertisement referred to by many as "as racism in a can."

The beer is produced by Stop Treaty Abuse, a group opposed to Indian rights. On the front of the can, a white man is depicted. The side reads "full brew of the working man."

Hodges also expressed fears about new mines which are being put in dangerously close to the Wisconsin reservation. It is likely that the mining operations could leach and pollute the drinking water. There have been reports of cancer rates among the reservation communities which are close to the mining sites.

In addition, Hodges spoke of territorial problems between the Navajo and Hopi tribes in Arizona. According to Hodges, these two tribes were once "able to coexist peacefully," but now the Federal Government is attempting to force the two tribes to relocate to a new land. Hodges stated that the boundaries of the two reservations were "set up to divide the two tribes so that their difficulties are caused not by the government itself, but by each other. The government offered a certain amount of land to the Navajo tribe, but not to the Hopi Indians, so that the boundaries of the two reservations would adjoin. However, since expiration of the Navajo culture," according to Hodges, "the Navajo would eventually grow to surround the Hopi territory."

But instead of giving the Navajo more outside land, the government merely gave them a significant part of the Hopi reservation. This move resulted in the relocation of approximately one thousand Navajo and in a significant reduction of the Hopi territory. Nonetheless, there is now considerable resentment on both sides.

Neither tribe, unfortunately, blames the other for the difficulties they face. "Each has a lot of problems," the Navajo said, "instead the Navajo blame the Hopi, and vice versa."

Perez-Fingers also commented on this issue. "It is a concept which has been played up by outside interest groups." She expressed hope that everyone would "eventually be low to the point that there will be no more Navajo and Hopi Indian of the U.S. Perez-Fingers go on to say that "the Navajo and Hopi Indians will be replaced by Hispanic." In addition, she noted that there are four times as many Hispanic "as compared with the rest of the United States; fifteen Native Americans commit suicide for every one Hispanic, and five Native Americans are afflicted with Tuberculosis to every one non-Indian resident of the U.S.

Perez-Fingers stated that she "chose to list the 77 problems because the disease is highly related to poor socio-economic circumstances." She went on to say that it was "an example of the Native American experience which the United States government had inflicted on Native Americans in the past, including "attacked genocide, and forced removal" to reservations. Hodges spoke of the relocation project in Arizona. "Tradition is a matter of the heart," she said, expressing hope that Native American groups will cease "as a way to address the problem." Hodges ended by quoting Chief Seattle's words: "we all may be brothers after all."

---
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To the Community:

This isn't like me, really. Ask anybody who knows me and they'll tell you that for the most part I don't get involved, it almost seems like that is not part of me. Well, in a community full of pretenders and hypocrites, I've found that just doesn't pay to get involved. So I don't. I AM APA-THY. I care less if somebody offends me, or offends my sensibilities. Unfortunately, though, as long as I am about to escape, something has come along to elicit a response from my jaded self. No, I have not finally been offended beyond repair, I have not seen too many examples of P.C. abused. I have been threatened, I have been made to be scared, and as far as I am concerned, nobody has the right to do that to me.

I refer to the Men's Lacrosse sign that has been much discussed. I don't think any explicit harm was meant (although the parody response posted next to it was hateful to many), but I do think that it reveals a psychology that I don't understand. Instead of just offending, the sign has threatened. I might even have laughed a secret laugh if it had said merely "watch Swat give us Hood." But "Watch Swat get down on their knees and give us Hood" gives me a picture of oral sex that I, in all of my hazy naivety, had never before conceived.

First of all, I enjoy oral sex. I enjoy the sexuality of it, and I enjoy giving pleasure to my partner. Emphasis on the word giving. It had never occurred to me that I was being submissive or that I had been conquered or humiliated. I just thought that I was doing something nice for someone. I am extremely confused and disturbed to discover that some men might not feel the same way.

I don't think any of the writers of these two examples had thought that it was okay, funny, or non-sexist. Where did you all go wrong? Why did you degrade women in this community? Two recent examples:

One, I fundamentally don't understand why the writers of the men's lacrosse team post thought it was funny to link domination, power, and winning with sexuality. Fellatio is, well can, be wonderful. But NOT when it is forced or in a power situation. Why did you think before you wrote the poster? Would it have been funny if you had used "nigger"?

Two, why did the editors of the news choose the word "babes" in the preview 'Haverford Celebrates 10 years with babes!!!' ("inside the News, page 1")? Why did they think it was okay to undermine the position of women Haverford? The next time you talk with, listen to some man who is desperate enough to force some oral sex, I dare him to put his penis into my mouth and think he's safe. No, I'm not a cowering bitch. I am just reacting to something that confuses and frightens me in hopes that others will understand their emotions. I am not sure if I'll ever be able to look at oral sex in the same way again.

One last question that a friend of mine posed and that I would like to ask the signmakers - if you had lost the game to Swat, would you have swallowed or spit, and would you have enjoyed it?

Holly Powell, '91

Greedlinger: Where Did Editors Go Wrong?

To the Community:

From a "babe" at Haverford, I am sick of having to explain why women are (as opposed to feel) oppressed, objectified, not taken seriously, raped, harassed and abused in this community. Instead, I think it is time for others to explain to me, why they display sexist posters, and oppress, objectify, don't take seriously, rape, harass and abuse women in this community.
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"Babes" Is Just a Word
To The Editor,

I believe the accusations of sexism and intemperance leveled against the Bi-College News are a mistake in judgment.

As everybody knows, there are a million different slang words for women, one of which is "babes." All of these million words can be used offensively or disrespectfully.

But even if idealists were to somehow ban those million words forever, men would soon invent new ones to take their place. That's because the words alone are powerless. It's the sexist forces that use the terms to target and humiliate others. It's the contextual meaning that makes them an insult.

This is not to say that Israel should avoid negotiations or not work with the Arab nations to establish trust, but that its fears must be recognized and acknowledged before any progress can be made. First of all, this includes the need for Arab recognition of Israel's existence. Secondly, it means recognition of Israel's anger in response to Palestinian celebrations over the UN's rejection of UN Security Council Resolution 40.

Third, resolution of Israel's needs also includes an even-handed approach to what's often been seen as the "neutral" peace-making bodies such as the U.N. Its unequal standards regarding human rights and neutrality have often focused more on other Arab countries than on the negotiating table. For example, why were there no U.N. observers at the invasion of Lebanon and the unprovoked invasion and takeover of Lebanon as there were for the Temple Mount incident in Jerusalem? Shouldn't both Israel and Syria be held accountable for their actions? Are we willing to ignore what Syria did?

On the other side of the coin, I feel that it is equally important to recognize the needs and rights of the Palestinians. The Palestinians have been pushed around by the Israelis, the other Arab nations in the region, and additional countries that attempt to have a hand in the politics of the Middle East. Policies such as land confiscation, collective punishment, and deportation of Palestinians further erode Israel's government's failure to recognize the legitimacy of Palestinians' identity and quest for self-determination over the land. This blatant disregard for the Palestinians is just as destructive as the refusal by Arab and Israeli leaders to recognize Israel's needs and fears.

This all boils down to the necessity for each side to work to understand each other. Here in the bi-college community, the Coalition for Communication on the Middle East Crisis and Hilites will present the Progressive Zionist Caucus to campus to discuss approaches to mutual recognition of the parties. After the beginning of May, they are bringing Mohammad Darawesh, an Israeli Arab who currently directs the Progressive Zionist Caucus in Jerusalem. These programs are just two examples of a different approach and an important alternative to non-cooperation and extremism on both sides.

My article was written with the help of Adinah Miller.

Post It Right, Post It Safe

Hi,

I am the president of the Progressives at Haverford College. I am concerned about the last ten years of coeducation at Haverford. The past ten years have been... well, let me put it this way: we have had our fair share of problems. But we have also made some progress.

First of all, this includes the need for the school to have a clear policy on women's issues. Secondly, it means recognizing the needs and rights of both women and men in the community.

This is not to say that Israel should avoid negotiations or not work with the Arab nations to establish trust, but that its fears must be recognized and acknowledged before any progress can be made. First of all, this includes the need for Arab recognition of Israel's existence. Secondly, it means recognizing Israel's anger in response to Palestinian celebrations over the UN's rejection of UN Security Council Resolution 40.

Third, resolution of Israel's needs also includes an even-handed approach to what's often been seen as the "neutral" peace-making bodies such as the U.N. Its unequal standards regarding human rights and neutrality have often focused more on other Arab countries than on the negotiating table. For example, why were there no U.N. observers at the invasion of Lebanon and the unprovoked invasion and takeover of Lebanon as there were for the Temple Mount incident in Jerusalem? Shouldn't both Israel and Syria be held accountable for their actions? Are we willing to ignore what Syria did?

On the other side of the coin, I feel that it is equally important to recognize the needs and rights of the Palestinians. The Palestinians have been pushed around by the Israelis, the other Arab nations in the region, and additional countries that attempt to have a hand in the politics of the Middle East. Policies such as land confiscation, collective punishment, and deportation of Palestinians further erode Israel's government's failure to recognize the legitimacy of Palestinians' identity and quest for self-determination over the land. This blatant disregard for the Palestinians is just as destructive as the refusal by Arab and Israeli leaders to recognize Israel's needs and fears.

This all boils down to the necessity for each side to work to understand each other. Here in the bi-college community, the Coalition for Communication on the Middle East Crisis and Hilites will present the Progressive Zionist Caucus to campus to discuss approaches to mutual recognition of the parties. After the beginning of May, they are bringing Mohammad Darawesh, an Israeli Arab who currently directs the Progressive Zionist Caucus in Jerusalem. These programs are just two examples of a different approach and an important alternative to non-cooperation and extremism on both sides.

My article was written with the help of Adinah Miller.

Please work with us to solve this problem. We all need to respect others' rights to advertise as we would our own.

The News.
B-2 Bomber Need Not Be

By Fritz Kaege

As has been the case since early March, the Gulf War continues to have important consequences outside of Iraq and the Persian Gulf. Among them is the incredible transformation in the debate over defense spending. The Pentagon claims that the B-2 bomber is an important addition to the U.S. bomber fleet. The Air Force wants to purchase 132 B-2 bombers over the next five to six years. After much wrangling from the Congress, the Defense Department finally came up with a hard estimate for the program: they expect that it will cost $60 billion to procure the planes, plus another $26 billion for operation and support costs.

However, the Pentagon is notoriously off the mark when it comes to estimating costs. Their misjudgments would be funny if their mistakes were not so serious. It was scandalously deceitful when the B-1 bomber was being produced; these planes were noticeably absent in the gulf war. One study noted that, not surprisingly, the Air Force’s estimates of cost for the B-2 were revised upwards for five straight years by 10% each year, and can be launched thousands of miles away from its targets. By using cruise missiles, both equipment, money, and pilots’ lives are saved (realizing that we ignore the huge human costs of such an attack) with little if any accuracy sacrificed.

The current fleet of submarines now have the accuracy of bombers while being virtually ininvulnerable and thus stabilizing. The Air Force has long fought to maintain their romantic vision of the penetrating bomber at the expense of the cheap but unadorned cruise missile. They do this by advancing a number of arguments in support of the B-2 plane, by the way, can hunt down moving targets and that it is more flexible than other systems, since planes in the air can be recalled.

The Pentagon claims that the Steadham bombers can be used to roam enemy (read: Soviet) airspace, looking for mobile missiles and other juicy targets. Thus, they claim the B-2 can hunt down weapons that ordinarily would be missed. There are a many problems with this argument. Suffice it to say that if thousands of planes flying over the open Iraqi terrain could not find many Scud missiles, 132 planes flying over the Soviet Union (comprising 17% of the earth’s land), of which much is dense mountains and forest, couldn’t do the job either. This point has become so discredited that for the past few months the Air Force has created making the argument.

Even though the planes can be recalled, it seems a small benefit for $150 billion price tag. Just a fraction of this money could go to improving command and control over submarines or building mobile missiles.

Nevertheless, Northrop’s (the producer of the B-2) has aggressively been marketing the plane to the Pentagon and the public in general. Northrop’s advertisements have the mainstay of the New York Times Op.Ed page, and other magazines have been carrying full page ads for months. Add to this the unwavering support of Dick Cheney, the Secretary of Defense, and a group of important congresspeople and the B-2 seems assured of its approval. Unfortunately, the Air Force’s estimate for the B-2 was revised upwards for five straight years by 10% each year, and can be launched thousands of miles away from its targets. By using cruise missiles, both equipment, money, and pilots’ lives are saved (realizing that we ignore the huge human costs of such an attack) with little if any accuracy sacrificed.

The Air Force’s estimate for the B-2 was revised upwards for 5 straight years. The B-2 bomber on its sixth test mission (November 8, 1989), being refueled by a KC-135. Photo courtesy the Department of Defense.
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**P.C. Muzzles College Campus Opinion**

By Elena Haviv

**FALL HAVERTOWN**

Do you politically correct? Do you know the fighting words? Do you fight back? "Politically Correct" is a progressive force that has spread through college campuses across the nation. It is the wave of thought that curtails and restricts speech in order to fight against oppression and sexism. Though the United States is a democracy, an institution which encourages individual liberties and freedoms, this new thought believes that the individual liberties themselves are inherently oppressive. Not only is this politically correct force creating a false and repressive atmosphere on campuses, it is also stifling individual creativity. The purpose of an educational institution is to create strong and intelligent students, not to stifle them. How can one not remain grounded and not have a chance to express an opinion freely?

Harvard Professor Bernard Bailyn is one of many professors labeled "politically incorrect." He turned this label while teaching a course called "The People of America," Bailyn is guilty of reading a southern planter's diary entry, and not giving equal time to such entries written by slaves. He found that if it was impossible to represent both sides equally he should not write a book. A New McCarthyism. It's more frightening than the old. Liberals seemed to have the majority at Bryn Mawr with 33.85 percent, while at Haverford the numbers amounted to 40.38 percent of those polled. Liberals believed to have the majority at Bryn Mawr with 33.85 percent, while at Haverford they had 44.23 percent. Considering the importance of voting, the next question involved party affiliation. The final question of the poll was: "Are you registered to vote?" To Haverford's credit, every single person I polled was registered to vote, so, although they may have been more hesitant to respond, it became a quest to find the one nonregistered person. Mission unaccomplished! Now, at Bryn Mawr, a little more than half were registered.

Certainly you could say that you are politically correct, what happens if we do not vote? I mean, how can you help me with the poll: Amy Forster, Jinny Hall, and April Creneny.

Many students on campus questioned S.G.A.'s right to ask for student's names.

Many students on campus questioned S.G.A.'s right to ask for student's names. Why were students upset with having to name themselves? It is not fair to tell that their thoughts and opinions might not be considered politically correct. This student government for the students to have their right to black out individuals.

In order to have a student body accept such a diverse atmosphere, it is necessary to educate. Stifling students is only creating an unhealthy and false atmosphere. How can students with problems dealing with diversity be educated if the environment has forced them to become anonymous? Professors are afraid to give lectures and students are afraid to express their opinions openly. Is this P.C. atmosphere not regressing college education?

**Campus Democrats, Republicans, and the Rest**

By Mitch Lembeth

In the sixties, eighteen-year-olds protested for the right to vote. Since they could be sent to Vietnam, it made sense that at least they could play a part in the political process. In 1970, this privilege finally came through. Then in 1972 presidential election the middle eighteen-year-olds voted for the first time. In the United States today less than half of the eligible voters on election day. As Americans one of the things that we most value is our "freedom." How much significance does that have if we do not vote? I mean, how can you help me with the poll: Amy Forster, Jinny Hall, and April Creneny.

In light of recent current events, the Bi-College News recently (March 25) conducted a telephone poll of twenty-five students at Haverford and Bryn Mawr to find out what was the political affiliation of the campus, and how many people were registered. The first question was: "If you had to describe yourself politically would you say that you are conservative, middle of the road, or liberal?" To which some students replied "on this campus or in the real world?" Some drew a distinction between the more middle of the road philosophy on campus and their more liberal tendencies at home. At Bryn Mawr, 76.69 percent considered themselves conservative. At Haverford, 57.7 percent were conservative. As for the middle of the road category at Bryn Mawr, the results were 38.46 percent, while at Haverford the numbers amounted to 40.38 percent of those polled. Liberals seemed to have the majority at Bryn Mawr with 33.85 percent, while at Haverford they had a plurality with 44.23 percent. Considering the importance of voting, the next question involved party affiliation. The second question was: "Do you consider yourself a Democrat, Independent, or Republican?" If Independent, can you say if you lean to one party or the other more often? Which one?" At Haverford 51.92 percent were Democrats while at Bryn Mawr 33.85 percent were Republicans. As for the Republicans, Bryn Mawr had 11.54 percent and Haverford only 7.69 percent. Contrast these results with the first response where the majority of liberals were at Bryn Mawr, while in the second they were at HIC.

The Bi-College News conducted a large number of those surveyed on both campuses, with 30.78 percent at Haverford and 36.54 percent at Bryn Mawr. Overwhelmingly, most independents leaned toward the Democratic, although there were a few leaning Republicans. On both campuses only two people were unsure. It is necessary to educate. Stifling students is only creating an unhealthy and false atmosphere. How can students with problems dealing with diversity be educated if the environment has forced them to become anonymous? Professors are afraid to give lectures and students are afraid to express their opinions openly. Is this P.C. atmosphere not regressing college education?

Skeeters Burglarized Twice in a Week

(continued from page 1) had opened and it was discovered that funds were missing. Similar circumstances surrounding the previous robbery of Wednesday's theft.

At the end of the burglary was reported, the Skeeters would once again advise to come in and talk to us about their cash. Director of Security and Security Glenn Normile. "Today we changed ... with the idea that they ... the money. It won't be stolen again," he said. "There is something wrong with the existing report or the facts as we know them right now. But without the ability to speak to the principals involved, I can't go any further than that."
Panel Relates Life in South During Civil Rights Movement

By Li Mei Chen

Byrn Mawr’s sociology department held a panel discussion, “Recollections of Growing Up in the South: the Bi-College Staff Speaks” as a follow up to a March 24 report from students who visited the Mississippi Delta to study life in the rural South as a MAPSS project. This second panel discussion focused on members of the bi-college staff who had experiences living in the southern part of the United States. Two students from the sociology department, Bryn Mawr senior Sarah Birch and Haverford senior Eric Falkenstein, and Bryn Mawr junior Niambi Robinson asked the panelists interesting questions on the life in the South. The six panelists were questioned about their family backgrounds, their daily life, their relationships within the southern community, their personal feelings towards the North, their feelings about whether they would like to go back to their hometowns in the South, their reactions to the movement held in the South, and their opinions on the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960’s.

Four panelists lived in Virginia, while one panelist lived in Alabama and the other lived in Georgia. The panelists received their education in different schools at home. Panelist Sarah Allen mentioned how her school had two rooms, “the upstairs and the downstairs,” while Simmons described how her school was so crowded she had to takeout the food. The panelists also mentioned how they had no particular involvement or discussions within their society about the Civil Rights Movement, since the movement was going on in the deeper South. Many saw the movement on television. Powell said he wasn’t really affected by segregation. “The beaches were separated. Blacks on one end and whites on the other end. But, it seemed to me that we were on the same beach and obviously, in the same water. I know many people who used to say that they ‘hate whites,’ but the whites were never rough on me and I adjusted to it (segregation).” Archibald said that his hometown is still too prejudiced to return, “I can’t really remember too much about the southern honor code, except that it was traumatic, it was difficult.”

The students of the panelists’ time, however, were able to regard the Code in a humorous light as well. As an example, he pointed to “late night bull sessions during Customs Week” debating whether swearing when one returned to his dorm after taking an exam was a violation of the Code, revealing information about the exam. “Form, content, or degree of difficulty.” “I guess we weren’t really legitimate,” Delano said.

Other cultural differences were clearly evident at nightly events. Other panelists shared the “immortalized by the zombies having your stuff taken, nothing to do, free time happened.”

What’s big, brown and boxy, covered on all sides and strong enough to hold books, clothes, stereo, lamps, posters, typewriter, computer and sneakers?

STORE YOUR STUFF

The best way to store your stuff for the summer!

Well provide two of our special 15 cubic foot, triple wall, sealed containers. You pack them. We'll pick them up, store them for you for up to four months (insured up to a value of $500) and deliver them to your dorm room in the fall. All for just $125

This is a guaranteed secure, transpfoor, fireproof, convenient and inexpensive way to handle the biggest pain about living in a dorm.

CALL FOR DETAILS! 215-345-0234
(or toll free in Pennsylvania) 1-800-492-2729

Students HOAP to Help

(continued from page 3)

get in from the outside, and not many get out from the inside.”

Other cultural differences were clearly evident at night when the group took part in, such as a Blue Grass dance with music, and “clagging” (a type of dance), in which people of all demographics participated. One of the most rewarding aspects of the trip was the opportunity to work side by side with the people the group’s labor will be directly helping. Frequently the new house is built near by inhabitants’ previous shack,” and those people help with all the construction.

More took place during HOAP’s week than just physical work, “People described a certain degree of ‘culture shock’ upon return, Haverford first-years Kim August and Pang Chen, that was one of the most ‘positive’ aspects of the trip.” Students HOAP to Help provoked much thought for all who were involved.
What Leisure?!
Students have no time

By Ranya Shihwe

I asked people from both campuses what they would do if they had a few hours of free time, and found out that no time to play is the plague of our socially illiterate environment. Several hundred people had confided to me that they would sleep. Among themselves they did not decide that they would force me to write an article about zombies haunting the campus. Bored out of my mind, and with a socially illiterate environment, I decided that they would force me to write an article about zombies haunting the campus.

Jennifer Cameron said she "would do those little stupid things till I never try to do this all year."

Arniece Wez said, "I would do if they were smart kids."

She meant she would do all the things that she thought would have a sense of a moral duty or a responsibility to. She concluded, "I know there are no easy days. We can only work hard, and it is not easy."

"I think it is about women."

Priority is given to women living in that period. Tanis Assimakopoulos said, "I would lie on the grass and enjoy the sun will awaken the real dreams and desires inherent, I think, in the human spirit." She added, "I would like to do what I want to do, not what I should do." She continued, "I would like to do what I want to do, not what I should do."

Bryn Mawr sophomore Mac Games decided that he "would work out;" Bryn Mawr sophomores Emma Carlson "would go hiking" and Mary Beth Janeki (who has recently undergone knee surgery) said that if she could, she would "definitely go running." She also said, "I would enjoy being with the people who I care about." She added, "I would enjoy being with the people who I care about." She continued, "I would enjoy being with the people who I care about."

Bryn Mawr senior Mini Kahnath decided that her use of free time depends on whether there is a man on the scene or not — either way, though, she would be in bed. Classmate Jin Hee Kim said that she would "see the Silence of the Lambs and then be asleep by 8:00 am and those brainwashed at the computer center, the library, the Haffen, and the Coop don’t count — they are the extent of those few that most people would like to stuff in their mailboxes.

Haverford sophomore Daniel Hogenauer said that during any free time happening on him, he "would eat breakfast." Notice that we have among our wondering zombies a few that are hungry. Bryn Mawr sophomore Jennifer Cameron said she "would do those little stupid things I never have time to do." We also have several suffering athletes: Bryn Mawr first-year student Eun Kang, Eun Kang, Kim Nguyen both said that they would play tennis together — their friend testified to the fact that they have been trying to do this all year.

Haverford sophomore Mac Games decided that he "would work out;" Bryn Mawr sophomores Emma Carlson "would go hiking" and Mary Beth Janeki (who has recently undergone knee surgery) said that if she could, she would "definitely go running." We also have among us our share of negligent musicians; Bryn Mawr first-year student Daphne Animakopooulos said "I would practice piano." Also, several negligent friends: "I would be social and talk to all the people I like, but I don’t have the time for," said Haverford freshman Paul Dubbeling. Bryn Mawr senior Mini Kahnath decided that her use of free time depends on whether there is a man on the scene or not — either way, though, she would be in bed. Classmate Jin Hee Kim said that she would "see the Silence of the Lambs and then be asleep by 8:00 am and those brainwashed at the computer center, the library, the Haffen, and the Coop don’t count — they are the extent of those few that most people would like to stuff in their mailboxes.
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Haverford sophomore Mac Games decided that he "would work out;" Bryn Mawr sophomores Emma Carlson "would go hiking" and Mary Beth Janeki (who has recently undergone knee surgery) said that if she could, she would "definitely go running." We also have among us our share of negligent musicians; Bryn Mawr first-year student Daphne Animakopooulos said "I would practice piano." Also, several negligent friends: "I would be social and talk to all the people I like, but I don’t have the time for," said Haverford freshman Paul Dubbeling. Bryn Mawr senior Mini Kahnath decided that her use of free time depends on whether there is a man on the scene or not — either way, though, she would be in bed. Classmate Jin Hee Kim said that she would "see the Silence of the Lambs and then be asleep by 8:00 am and those brainwashed at the computer center, the library, the Haffen, and the Coop don’t count — they are the extent of those few that most people would like to stuff in their mailboxes.

Haverford sophomore Daniel Hogenauer said that during any free time happening on him, he "would eat breakfast." Notice that we have among our wondering zombies a few that are hungry. Bryn Mawr sophomore Jennifer Cameron said she "would do those little stupid things I never have time to do." We also have several suffering athletes: Bryn Mawr first-year student Eun Kang, Eun Kang, Kim Nguyen both said that they would play tennis together — their friend testified to the fact that they have been trying to do this all year.

Haverford sophomore Mac Games decided that he "would work out;" Bryn Mawr sophomores Emma Carlson "would go hiking" and Mary Beth Janeki (who has recently undergone knee surgery) said that if she could, she would "definitely go running." We also have among us our share of negligent musicians; Bryn Mawr first-year student Daphne Animakopooulos said "I would practice piano." Also, several negligent friends: "I would be social and talk to all the people I like, but I don’t have the time for," said Haverford freshman Paul Dubbeling. Bryn Mawr senior Mini Kahnath decided that her use of free time depends on whether there is a man on the scene or not — either way, though, she would be in bed. Classmate Jin Hee Kim said that she would "see the Silence of the Lambs and then be asleep by 8:00 am and those brainwashed at the computer center, the library, the Haffen, and the Coop don’t count — they are the extent of those few that most people would like to stuff in their mailboxes.
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Haverford alumnae from the college’s first coeducational class spoke about their experiences as women at Haverford in a panel discussion during last week’s 10th year coeducation anniversary celebration. Among the memories holding fast in the women’s minds were notions of “Haverfordian” that did not include women, and the Barclay incident.

The panel was composed of three women from the class of 1984, who entered Haverford in the fall of 1980 as first-year students, and a woman who transferred from Bryn Mawr and graduated in 1982. friedly Hill, former dean at Haverford, was a commentator on the panel.

Associate Professor of Philosophy Kathleen Wright introduced the panelists. “They’ll be talking about various adventures and concerns they were deeply involved in while they were here,” she said. “But they also have a lot of questions about what happened when they left.”

Abigail Adams transferred to Haverford in the fall of 1980 after taking a year off from Bryn Mawr. She is now a graduate student at the University of Virginia and teaches anthropology of religion courses there. “When I entered college in 1977, there was a lot of talk about accepting women to Haverford,” she said. Adams noted that Haverford had had women students long before the college officially opened its doors. During World War II, “R&R Women” were an influential presence on the campus. “Immediately before becoming coed there was a lot of fear... that relationships between Bryn Mawr and Haverford would be destroyed, the social life, the ratio — said with a capital “R” — were all considered. There was also a fear that women (going to Haverford) were going to try to get into Bryn Mawr though the ‘back door.”

Adams said that there was initially a lot of academic competition between Haverford and Bryn Mawr women. “I’m happy to hear that academic cooperation has flourished since I’ve been here — congratulations,” she said.

Being a transfer student from Bryn Mawr offered Adams a unique perspective on Haverford and on bi-college relations. “What I noticed immediately,” she said, “was that there were full sports facilities for us. There was not much else,” she said. “Not security for women, no lights on trails, no support services for women,” she said. “Special women in the community became support for us.”

Mary Beth Walsh, who was a first-year student in 1980 and is now a candidate for a religion doctorate, said that the reason she came back to Haverford to participate in the discussion was because of a talk she went to as a sophomore. The talk was given by transfer students who had graduated in the late 1970’s, and was, according to Walsh, “a revolutionary talk. They talked about what was missing (for women students). I was a sophomore ... all of those things were missing too. It put me into a less sympathetic position with the college.”

Walsh served on Students Council while a student and cited an anecdote to relate her feelings about women at Haverford. “I was the secretary of SC, and the head of SC told me that he was appointing a female student to this committee I was on. He said, ‘We need a woman on this committee.’ He didn’t think I was a woman (because I was working closely with him).

“We couldn’t be women and be Haverfordians,” Walsh said. “That’s the difficulty of being both equal and female.”

Walsh said that she is still unsure about her feelings of Haverford. “Ambivalence is a lot of the legacy I have for center was discussed. ‘A female’ friend stood up in a skirt and said there was no place for a women’s center on this campus — what was it for? A lot of us had this attitude that we could handle it, that we didn’t need anything special done for us. Role models, other women didn’t seem for us to be an important thing.” As she and the other women from the first coed class progressed through Haverford, however, Henderson said, “it became clear to us that we were just a bit off.”

Henderson explained her experiences in her junior and senior years with the newly-formed feminist group, whose early projects included a planning of the campus with signs that read “Feminism is not a bad word.” Samanthia Phillips-Fairchild, also from that first female class, described her experience at Barbara Henderson, a classmate of Walsh’s, another of the panelists who comprised the first female class. She is now a teacher. Henderson remembered an incident in the first plenary of her junior year, in which the formation of a woman’s storm windows were added. With about 100 windows to restore, to $2000 a piece, this project became very costly for the college.

Adams said that there was no place for a women’s dorm. “Of dedications is long and varied. Harrison said that many of these windows were smaller than the windows on the first two floors, they were not made available for adoption.

Some windows were given in honor of professors, such as retiring Professor Gerrard Layton who taught Political Science at Bryn Mawr. A mother and two daughters who had all graduated from Bryn Mawr also adopted a window and dedicated it to an aunt who had graduated from Bryn Mawr. The list of dedications is long and varied. Harrison said that many of these windows were smaller than the windows on the first two floors, they were not made available for adoption.

Some windows were given in honor of professors, such as retiring Professor Gerrard Layton who taught Political Science at Bryn Mawr. A mother and two daughters who had all graduated from Bryn Mawr also adopted a window and dedicated it to an aunt who had graduated from Bryn Mawr. The list of dedications is long and varied. Harrison said that many of these windows were smaller than the windows on the first two floors, they were not made available for adoption.
A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To Bryn Mawr

BY Amy Forester

The stereotype of Bryn Mawr as a harmless place, full of harmless people humbly serving for knowledge KSUpiteas and widely recognized. Many Mawrters agree that this is basically true, expressing feelings simmered up:* succinctly by first-year student April Crommey: "Everyone takes themselves too [damn] seriously!" Most people go on to add that they and their friends are among the few who do appreciate good humor.

The idea that no one in the Bryn Mawr community has a sense of humor was fairly rejected by first-year student Kelly McCrav, who commented, "What? I 200 people all without a sense of humor? Come on!" Others found the idea more plausible, many revealing that an overwhelming majority of people do not. And what about a Haverford perspective on the issue? When asked to comment on the humor situation at Bryn Mawr, Bryn Mawr, and Customs person sophomore Bob Hill somewhat tactfully replied, "There's not a lot to say."

One person who might have more to say on the issue is comedian Alan Gould, who found the community somewhat lacking in humor, at least lacking in appreciation of his sense of humor. His insistence on trying to draw laughs while calling Bryn Mawr a girl's school caused him to receive the infamous Bryn Mawr hazing. More humorous than his performance is the thought of what was said in the apology note later sent to him.

Generally, it is agreed that the most humorous things at Bryn Mawr are those which have no intention of being funny. Karen Tolchin recognized this in her introduction to The Howl, Bryn Mawr's magazine of humor. When she wrote, "Humor at Bryn Mawr is slightly different, completely wacky and usually unintentional," for example, one student who wishes to remain anonymous claimed, "SGU is the biggest joke on campus!" Also cited were Public Safety reports, particularly ones concerning the naked jogger. The irony of the unfortunate occurrence of naked men on campus is becoming an all-too-frequent event, amused more than one student. Many of the comments on Erdman's napkin note board also fall into the "unintentionally humorous" category.

Along with the laughs awaiting the person who succeeds in distracting themselves enough from the community so that they can appreciate the humor in such serious things as Pledge debates, a more definite way of drawing laughs is to make jokes about Haverford. It seems that this has always been a method of tapping into the humor potential at Bryn Mawr, as it is as prevalent in 1950's songs as it is in day-to-day conversation. Perhaps this is one reason Porth don't appreciate the humor at Bryn Mawr... Perhaps the solution is Planners Workshop devoted to appreciation of diverse types of humor. If everyone says that they and their friends have great sense of humor, just out there — if only it could be appreciated by everyone!

First Female ’fords

(continued from page 9)

For the EPA, explained, "which were not discussed here, the women's issues were discussed. If we're not going to discuss it here, where are you going to discuss it?"

Like the others, Phillips-Fairchild questioned the possibility of the notion of "Haverfordian" including women. "During Customs Week, a Popsicle Night, in which a Bryn Mawr woman and Haverford man were supposed to share a popsicle. This sharing would indicate that the couple would marry. "It was the first time I really felt like, I'm not part of this equation," she said.

Phillips-Fairchild said that she felt her experience at Haverford was easier because she was an athlete. "There was a protective spirit, the buddy system, nothing on the personal property and their body. Of all the training available during the Barclay incident, and this didn't talk about date rate."

Vest that spirit of sibling-protectiveness did not permeate into all aspects of life, she added. Of all the training available during Customs Week, she said, "we didn't have a day on security and the buddy system, nothing on the discussion of respect of someone's personal property and their body. We talked about study time but we didn't talk about date rate."

Vest women spoke of the Barclay incident as a formative event of their time at Haverford. "It was the first big incident that I heard of, but it wasn't the last," Phillips-Fairchild said. "When people talk about Barclay, they don't talk about the racial component — you have six affluent white guys and you have one Puerto Rican woman. The Barclay incident was just one of several date rape experiences that happened during my four years here, she said.

"The Barclay incident was paradigmatic — a real shaping event," Walsh said. "It occurred at a time when we were just beginning to wonder whether we were welcomed here. There is a place here where you can be a Haverfordian without being a white male.

Adams emphasized that because of the secretive nature of the administration's dealings of the Barclay incident, "no one had a chance to heal." She said that a few years after leaving Haverford, she met a roommate of her brother's, who was a 1983 Haverford graduate. They spoke about the college, and she asked him if he had lived in Barclay in 1980. "You're the class that spawned the Barclay incident," he told her. "He got real quiet. Adams returned to Haverford a year later with other alumnae, and she said they spoke of the Barclay incident, and this man said the couple did exactly one involved. "I knew it was him... and he knew there was someone like me around, waiting to pull the lid off," she said. "Neither of us had healed. I hadn't healed, and he hadn't healed either."

Hill, whom Wright described as having much knowledge, "much of it confidential," about Haverford, discussed the openness of the college. She spoke of the ideal college community in which equality and nonbiased teaching prevailed. "We'll be struggling. There were some very painful moments. What was exhilarating was that after every night we were closer to that ideal," she said.

"We'll never get there. But I do think that you as students must continue the struggle, and never assume that everything is all right. It's not. You have to make it all right.

Of the women on the panel and the women in the first coeducational class, Hill said, "We are better off because of their presence and defending their issues and our [the administration's] dealing — clumsily at times — with them."

When Cut, Do I Not Bleed?

—William Shakespeare

GIVE BLOOD

Tuesday April 23

American Red Cross

6:00 am - 5:30 pm

Founder's Hall. Registration in the main lobby, DC at Haverford through April 23. Walk-ins are welcome too.
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odS Sponsors "Indo-Anglican" Writer and Activist Shashi Tharoor

By Anu Jain

Writer Shashi Tharoor spoke at Bryn Mawr last week on writing and being an Indian writer. Tharoor, a self-named "Indo-Anglican" writer whose impressive credentials speak for themselves, including his extensive education and repeated recognition for his literary and political achievements, was sponsored by the Overseas Development Network. In addition to his journalistic endeavors in earlier years and the publication of three books, Tharoor has also taken a very active part in the United Nations and its dealings with peace-keeping activities around the world. Hardly a writer in an ivory tower, he has always maintained an interest in human rights issues and has been an outspoken, prolific commentator on the subject.

During his Wednesday evening presentation before members of the bi-college community, Tharoor spoke of being an Indian writer who has published his works in the English language and the criticism that such a writer faces. He also discussed his views on the state of India in this modern age and the very varied culture that it produces. In a dialogue that was interesting both to Indian and non-Indian listeners, he described the multitude of different worlds that exist in the sub-continent and his own experience of it. Afterwards, he read some brief passages from his latest novel, The Great Indian Novel, which has won both the Hindustan Times/Federation of Indian Publishers' Literary Award for the best Indian Book of the Year and the Commonwealth Writers Prize for the Best Book of the Year (European Region).

Throughout the speech and the reading, I was struck by Tharoor's intelligence and humor. An exceptional writer, he laced his comments with humorously self-deprecating remarks that made him both a hilarious fellow and pleasurable to listen to. The success of his political satire is not surprising when one encounters the man himself, who has written what many call the first example of post-modern Indian Literature. Amber Darr, co-president of O.D.N., mentioned her surprise at finding him to be such a young man; his highly mature writing style is suggestive, in her opinion, of a much older man.

This achievement and expertise at such an early stage in his career are formidable. I would not hesitate to say that all those present were extremely impressed with the ideas he expressed, which showed a remarkable insight beyond the misconceptions of many people. I have, of many whom an Indian themselves. Representing a class of authors existing in an extremely small minority in India, Tharoor gave listeners like myself - who has not lived in India, the home of my birth, in over 15 years - a view of what comprises the literary and academic world of the India of today and the challenges that world faces.

My own reactions and those of others indicated that the impact of this writer can be hard to discount; I know that I left the presentation determined to go out and buy a copy of The Great Indian Novel.

---

The Banderas - Ripe

Ben. He plays on one song, and he’s buried way in the back of the mix.

Ben-Oh. Well, if its just stupid synthesizer music with a perfunctory beat and no soul, then I’m outta here. Hey, look! The Edgar Winter Band...

Howie- Hey, did that Guns N' Roses CD come out yet?

Leslie-Not until June. But do you want to review The Banderas?

Howie-Who or what is The Banderas?

Jeff-It’s ah... Dance music.

Howie-Dance music for losers, Jeff. You know that.

Jeff-Oh, c'mon. I like good dance music.

Howie-Then why don’t you review it? Look, I gotta go wash my AC/DC t-shirt. Review your own stupid dance CD.

21st Century Sound, 525-7173, is located at 846 Lancaster Avenue in Bryn Mawr.
The cast of "Star Trek: The Next Generation." Photo courtesy Paramount Pictures.

The Crew of Star Trek Voyages on to a New Season

By Melissa J. Perenson

"Star Trek: The Next Generation" (Saturday, 7:00pm) will soon complete its fourth season, adding another notch to its remarkable saga of success. Unlike "Next Generation" s "fabled" 60 predecessors, "Star Trek," the show has not encountered some stumbling blocks in basic survival. That is, however, not to say that the series hasn't had to overcome its own share of troubles.

The popular syndicated series took the world of television by storm with its debut in September 1987. The most unusual aspect of the series was the fact that it was being produced for first-run syndication, a concept which was still very new. But "Star Trek" and "Next Generation" creator/executive producer Gene Roddenberry had learned the hard way, with original "Trek," the hazards of putting a show on network television, including concerns for ratings, demographics, and particularly censorship. So when the chance came to create a new series for Paramount Studios (and the networks seemed interested in a new "Star Trek" series), it was decided that the series would go into first-run syndication, meaning that the series could be shown on various independent stations around the country in different time slots.

And while other syndicated series seem to have floundered in such an environment, "The Next Generation" has clearly thrived, essentially rewriting the rules of syndicating that kind of show. The series is cleared in 99.8 percent of U.S. viewing households, frequently airs twice a week, and ranks high in key demographic areas for men, women, and teens. The show has consistently pulled ratings higher than many network hour-long series, and in the May 1990 sweeps period (a time when advertising rates are set based on ratings) "Star Trek: The Next Generation" broke into the top 10 of hour-long dramas.

On the international scene, the series is seen in over 40 countries on either video or broadcast networks. Frequently, syndicated shows suffer from poor quality and second-rate talent, but these are two aspects lacking in "The Next Generation." The special effects, created at Paramount Studios, are first-rate and often surpass the effects in films. It is therefore not surprising that the series' "pinch" average is over $1.3 million an episode, and often more.

Maybe it was the mood I was in, but dying and going to stay at a hotel in the sky with a "Welcome Kamasutra Dead" sign in the lobby isn't my idea of humour. Judgement City looks just like Los Angeles without the smog and with a lot of parks. There are flowers everywhere, beautiful blue skies, and one can eat all they want without ever gaining a pound!! This appeals to Julia (Meryl Streep), whom Daniel meets and falls in love with. Of course, Hollywood has influenced the greater reaches of the universe as well.

Basically, in order to "move on" one must prove he has overcome fear. If you're afraid to confront emotion or social norms you don't believe in, you must return to earth and try again. Basically, I found myself asking "What is the point? Is fear bad? How?" The text reinforced various stereotypes about what was correct and what was viewed negatively. For example, if a "heavily" aspect of Judgement City was being able to eat all you wanted and not gain a pound, then overweight dead people would have become outcasts in this "pre-heaven" environment. Perhaps Brooks (who also wrote the screenplay) thought he was compensating by having a black female and a white male Judgement City judge in Daniel's trial. Maybe this place is progressive after all.

I think a major problem with most Hollywood "afterlife" films is that they are too easy to relate to. They draw upon a lot of stereotypical storybook imagery of what the afterlife will be like. There everyone think needs to be a feeling of experiencing a rite of passage, not going to an idealized Club-Mate vacation in the sky. Come on, how about a little original creativity and thought. I think the only people who need a trip to Judgement City are Brooks and other film writers themselves, to overcome being afraid to challenge the movie viewers' minds. Confuse us, make us think a little, and give the comedy angle a rest.

The unique sound of THIRD WHEEL, a femalil vice trio, was experienced by students last Friday, April 13, at 9pm in the Campus Center. The band consists of Lucianna Metz (Brandy Wine '88), Sandy Opatow (Bryn Mawr, NYU '88), and Michael Rothberg (Swarthmore '84). The band's goal is to begin the moment when Michael added the opening notes of one of Lucianna's songs. Since then, they have gone on to combine voices, guitars, and recorder in original compositions and the occasional cover tune.

Paul Simon Sings the Rhythm of the Saints

By Kwame Nyon'o

Paul Simon's performance at the Spectrum on March 27 was simply superb. Bringing to Philadelphia new and old music from this very talented artist and his multi-national ensemble.

The fiftive dramatically the "Obvious Child" set the show off right. Paul performed works from "Kwanzaa," "Graceland" and "BridgeOverTroubledWater" plus many selections from his new albums, "Graceland" and "The Rhythms of the Santes," his latest work.

The Rhythms of the Santes, which covers a wide spectrum of musicians, from the Congo to Brazil, delivered soul-soothing rhythm, music and voice. Guest musician Michael Brecker, a well-known jazz player delighted audiences with a remarkable performance of sax solo. At the show's climax, the song "You Can Call Me Al" swept the somewhat reserved, middle-aged crowd out of their seats and dancing on their feet.

Paul Simon's unique blend of Third World and Western music provides an experience of a very vigorous music with all the cross borders of race and culture, taking us closer to a world of better understanding and respect.
Millions across America lined up outside local post offices just last Monday, April 15th, TAX DAY, to hand in their tax forms for 1990 by the midnight deadline. I was listening to the news on the radio around 11:00 p.m. that night, and most expressways into and out of Philly, as well as the areas around 30th Street (home of the largest post office in Philly) were completely jammed with pedestrians and drivers alike. Some people, so perturbed at the thought of not getting their forms filled in and submitted on time, actually ditched their cars on the highways and began walking towards the post offices in the city! The IRS’s fax machine was whirring all night, as secretaries sat in their bosses’ offices during the evening hours and entered and reentered the forms, making the machine the busiest in the world. Everywhere you looked—compilation, convolution, and confusion. As the author of the Pasztor Aptitude Test (PAT copies are STILL available, by the way), I have taken it upon myself to seek out all the nifty forms that are printed in the world, and redo them in the name of efficiency. The PAT was only the first step. What about our tax forms, huh? I know from personal experience that while the forms we experience that while the forms we usually fill out (the 1040EZ or 1040—pretty simple things. Not overly burdensome, PROVIDED YOU HAVE ALL YOUR W-2 FORMS. What happens if you don’t? “You get duplicates,” you say. All of which takes TIME. Postage stamps.

Phone calls. What happens if you’re doing your taxes last minute, like Joe Blow out on the highway whose started the trek to the post office, or, a more feasible excuse, you’ve ACCIDENTALLY MISPLACED one of those suckers? “Treats are off, right? Can’t do the deductable income, and then you can’t figure out how much you owe Uncle Sam, or he owes you. Cause you don’t have your totals. Great, just great. Now what?” Call the Pasztor tax form office at 1-800-OH-MY-GOD. We’ll zip you out a fake W-2 form in no time, have it faxed to a convenient location nearest you, or hand-delivered for an additional charge, ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT, ANYWHERE IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S., and even Puerto Rico, Hawaii, or the Caribbean. Need a new 1040 or 1040EZ? A 1099-INT form that declares your bank-earned interest? Call 1-800-OH-My-God. We can have an entire deluxe booklet sent out to you last minute, whenever it’s necessary. We’ve even had a variety of styles and packages to choose from, more than Carl Wolf studios offered for graduation portraits, even! For example, you could order:

1) Package Number ONE: comes complete with a W-2 form from Bryn Mawr College, in any amount from $100.00 to $1200.00.

3) DELUXE Package Number THREE: ANY FORMS YOU WANT! WRITE IN YOUR OWN AMOUNTS ON THE W-2!!! Make up your OWN tax calculations! Comes complete with tax preparer’s signature, just in case the IRS comes to your door; you can plead ignorance and say your tax preparer screwed up! Entire package:$99.95. What a steal! And we’ll throw in a free pepperoni pizza with this one!

For an extra fee, you can even have your friends AUDITED! Yes, for just a small additional charge of $59.95, you can have someone come to your friend’s door, present identification from the IRS, and proceed to inform your friend that they had best get their tax forms in order as the IRS is now proceeding formally with an auditing investigation!!!! (must order this special before April 1st; not available in all areas; not applicable between April 1st-May 1st.)

And finally, our office can provide you with myriad booklets on “Things you can actually itemize for deduction, but never thought you could get away with”; “What to do when your pen dries during filling out tax forms”; “101 Ways to Cheat the U.S. Government,” and, my personal favorite, “How to pack quickly and leave town: The Complete Guide to Running From the IRS.” Any and all of these are available when you call 1-800-OH-MY-GOD, for a small charge of $5.00 each. Valuable! Insightful! Nice graphics! A favorite on any bookshelf or coffee table!

Don’t get lost in the confusion! Clear up all your debts, and end up owing nothing, regardless of how much you make! Have extras forms on hand just in case! Just call the Pasztor tax form office at 1-800-OH-My-God, and we’ll screw the IRS for ya! Call today! Our operators are standing by!

For those avid (or is it vapid?) readers of the Bi-Co News who caught my last column on the PAT, I promised you the answers. Well, here they are:

16. The answer is A. It’s always A. Don’t argue with me. Because I said so. Now eat your broccoli.

23. Every dolt knows that woodchucks hate peanut brickle.

And you get a duplicate copy. All of which is what the dryer burps up after eating your socks. It comes from List Emporium, Inc. Or Narberth.

34. Law of Averages. You always do your laundry, and lose your FAVORITE sock, too, didn’t you notice? But rarely do you gain a favorite cost hanger.

35. Why? BONUS QUESTION!!!! Four correct answers are possible! 1) Because I said so. 2) Ask your mother. 3) Why not? 4) All of the above.

P.S. I would like to give special thanks to Chris Neumann and Trish Keelson for the ideas suggested in this column; and I’d like to thank my producer, and the director, and all you people out there, because without you, I wouldn’t have been able to be here tonight to accept this award, and I’d also like to thank my parents, and my friends, without whose support, I couldn’t have made it, and ....

Sabra K. Pasztor is a Bryn Mawr Senior whose thesis is due in THREE DAYS.

Grinner Trails of Sand

KEVIN MCCULLOCH

Dean is not dead,” SAID KATE. “You wanted to save me, but you are proof: there is no hope. I know what you have done. I know what you have become, and Dean dances in the knowledge.” HER EYES FILLED UP WITH DEATH.

Dean (Crawled) Out of the Ashes, Grinning. He had his way.
Ron Waxes Philosophical on Spring, Lax

Since the vacation so graciously accorded me by my editors has come to complete my thesis has come to a screeching halt, I find myself dwelling on the idea of less than charming with all the work that I've put off for the last two weeks. C'est la vie. Well, I'm happy to report that the dull, tedious days of February and the excitement of "March Madness" have since given way to the warm sunny days of spring.

Spring. Just the word is almost enough to get what little hormones there are to flow around be-college land. While spring is definitely my favorite of all the seasons I've encountered on the East Coast in the last four years, it certainly isn't without its problems. I've decided to list a couple of my favorite and least favorable aspects of spring for you below.

*Good: Warm, sunny days break up monotony of Philadelphia's gray winters.
*Bad: Warm weather makes it almost impossible to get any work done.
*Good: Weather allows one to study under a tree out on the grass.
*Bad: Grass stains damn near impossible to remove with college washing machines.

Maybe it's me, but people certainly seem to do some interesting things once the season of the birds and the bees rolls around in the bi-college community. Just the other day one of my roommates and I were visiting with a few members of the BMC swim team when we came upon a most interesting sight. Now I've seen a lot of stuffed animals in my day, but have you ever heard of one called "Zipper Dog" before? In case you haven't, Zipper Dog is an ordinary looking stuffed animal with an innocuous looking zipper down the back. Unzip this little bundle of fur however, and one is confronted with a number of condoms and other such paraphernalia associated with nocturnal activities. A propylastic puppy? A Rubber Rover? I'm afraid to ask what they'll think of next.

Well folks, for better or worse, it also seems to be that time of the month for some of us in bi-coland as well. Yes, at this point of our Ron Christie

Ron Christie is a Bryn Mawr senior who has just earned his first trip to the comment board spotlight. Congratulations, babe.
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The Fords defeated Swarthmore Haverford women's lacrosse team. Performances, but their inability to squad currently ranked second against a Franklin & Marshall game with an 8-3 record and a #8 they lost a crucial MAC contest nationally.

"They have developed a 'Never Say Die' attitude. Not only did we outdone, and responded to the Dip onslaught continued and a mere 40 seconds after Cravito's third tally, McGovern scored on a pass from the ubiquitous Schweitzer— Fords 5, F&M 2. But the visitors scored one more before half, a signal of what was to come in the second stanza.

The Ford players refused to lay down their sticks, but ran out, after Cravito's last gasp effort hit the thing. Saturday's game starts 4-14.

The Ford team clearly outplayed their opponents, creating turnovers and dominated," he said. The Ford team clearly outplayed its visitors, and the defeat come out flat in a tune up against Textile. "We were tense because we rarely feel good that the kids have taken the level they can play at. The aggressiveness shows in their second match up will be against either Haverford or Smith, which, since there is only one coach, was really needed to help the team still has a shot at making the NCAA's."

The Ford team clearly outplayed its opponents, and the defeat come out flat in a tune up against Textile. "We were tense because we rarely feel good that the kids have taken the level they can play at. The aggressiveness shows in their second match up will be against either Haverford or Smith, which, since there is only one coach, was really needed to help the team still has a shot at making the NCAA's."

"It wasn't that we were playing particularly well against Swarthmore, we were just trying too hard and turning the ball over," Led by seniors Schweitzer, McGovern, and Heck (7,6, 5, and 6 total points, respectively) the Fords again transformed and trounced the Garnet, 15-5, gaining for Haverford what was to become an important "Hood trophy point."

After their 2-1 week, the Fords record now stands at 8-4, and the team still has a shot at making the NCAA tournament. If the team can put together the stellar halves that is clearly capable of playing, its senior leadership and excellent teamwork should carry the team into the NCAA's."

Despite miserable weather conditions that have moved the team's prize indoor and outdoor court to their games to be cancelled this week, Bryn Mawr was psyched after their win against Muhlenburg. It was a great comeback after last week's 11-4 loss to Haverford. That difficult game is was a positive experience for the team. As captain senior Lucia Kerschensteiner explains, "I think we really surprised our team. We played really well. We came out very strong in that game, especially because our defense was really motivated and came through for us, picking up the ground balls, intercepting their passes, really fighting for the win." The aggressiveness shows in the statistics; Bryn Mawr tied Haverford 2-2 in second half scoring. This was against a Haverford team that had played some of the nation's best teams this year. Goalie senior Charlotte Paige had one of her best games ever in keeping Bryn Mawr in the game.

"We're really doing what we work so hard for, and it's consistently pulling together two great halves," she said.

Kerschensteiner's predictions that JV would have a better season were also accurate. They've even elected captains, sophomores Zoe Vlachos and Ann Lesman, for the season, which, since there is only one coach, was really needed to help with organization.

Next weekend the team will travel to Wellesley College to play in the Seven Sisters tournament. The team will face a difficult lineup this year, its first game matching against Mount Holyoke, a game which Kerschensteiner says "can go either way." The team's second matchup will be against either Haverford or Smith, both formidable teams. The Bryn Mawr team hopes to play to its full ability and pull off a surprise or two.
By Josh Byrnes

The 1991 baseball season has opened with no lockouts, no investigations of players, just good, old-fashioned baseball. With the memory of last year's stunning World Series fresh in everyone's mind, the season begins with uncertainty and optimism for many teams. Some squads that spent in excess of $50 million in the off-season will expect immediate dividends.

The Phillies will not make the playoffs. Mike Scott and Pedro Guerrero will not make the All-Star team. Some squads that spent in the off-season for confident predictions, and their newly acquired slugger. Of all the teams that picked up players in the Astros' unheralded successes of 1990. They are sure to still win 90 games, but it will not be Nolan Ryan has reached every career milestone that he can achieve, and now the time has come for the Rangers to concentrate on winning. Ruben Sierra, Julio Franco, and Rafael Palmeiro are fantastic hitters, but Texas lacks depth in the rotation and solid bats in the bottom of the lineup. California has outstanding pitching but not enough hitting. Junior Felix and Gary Gaetti were positive acquisitions to make it a contending team. Seattle needs to post a winning record before they can think about contending and Minnesota has fallen far from their championship in 1987.

For the rest of the AL Least (or AL deceased), watch for Cleveland's Albert Belle to emerge (Barry Bonds, Bobby Bonilla, Andy Van Slyke, and Don Biedenkapp). But the Reds show how to do it best. Sid Fernandez did not help, but they can think about contending. The Blue Jays made wholesale changes this off-season, and the team may not gel for another year or two. With George Bell gone via free agency, Toronto, like the Mets, loses a vital run producer without receiving any compensation.

As for the AL East, watch for Cleveland's Albert Belle to emerge as this year's Cecil Fielder. Speaking of Fielder, Detroit may have four players (Fielder, Rob Deer, Mickey Tettleton, and Pete Incaviglia) with more than 25 home runs and 125 strikeouts. The Yankees have no pitching, and Milwaukee is a team riddled with injuries and too many players that are past or before their prime.
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For the rest of the AL Least (or AL deceased), watch for Cleveland's Albert Belle to emerge (Barry Bonds, Bobby Bonilla, Andy Van Slyke, and Don Biedenkapp). But the Reds show how to do it best. Sid Fernandez did not help, but they can think about contending. The Blue Jays made wholesale changes this off-season, and the team may not gel for another year or two. With George Bell gone via free agency, Toronto, like the Mets, loses a vital run producer without receiving any compensation.

As for the AL East, watch for Cleveland's Albert Belle to emerge as this year's Cecil Fielder. Speaking of Fielder, Detroit may have four players (Fielder, Rob Deer, Mickey Tettleton, and Pete Incaviglia) with more than 25 home runs and 125 strikeouts. The Yankees have no pitching, and Milwaukee is a team riddled with injuries and too many players that are past or before their prime.
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By Eric Pefolsky
Haverford's varsity cricket team
will put their 3-0 spring record
on the line this weekend as they
face Prior Cricket Clubs and
the British Officers Club. They
will be "two really tough matches," said
team captain junior Dave Kouba.
He feels optimistic about these
games as he courts three
wins already this season.

While most recently the team
threw a Colgate team, more
enthusiasm is directed towards its
victory over University of
Pennsylvania's cricket team. The
April 3 match was the 127th
time the teams have met, and the fifth
cumulative victory by Haverford.
Haverford kept Penn to a meager
55 runs and then proceeded to ac-
cumulate 56 runs in a mere 14
overs. Sophomore Dan Riles, in
his first outing, bowled out several
Penn batters for three wickets.

Sophomore Fawad Zakaria, Sair
Safdar, and junior Dave Kouba
quickly generated the runs neces-
sary to seal the fate of the Penn
cricketeers. Haverford's cricket team
defeated the British Officers Club's
B-team 97-36 in 31 overs April 7.
They will face the A-team Sat-
urday. The A-team will be "more
difficult skill-wise," according to
Kouba. He thinks Haverford will
be able to draw on their fielding
and batting "has really
proved." Last season's batting
order was more shallow," said
Kouba.
Coach Kamran Khan believes
that it will "take some time to build
a team like last year." He sees that
potential in the students that are
playing on the current team.
Haverford easily beat Colgate,
and the drizzle and rain on Sat-
urday. Colgate's team is in its
season, are in order: Zakaria,
Safdar, Massiah, and Kouba.
Haverford notes that in batting,
"everyone is pretty consistent.
However, Kouba notes that in
batting, "everyone is pretty con-
istent." The Astros continue their
consistent bowling, batting and
fielding they have a good chance
to finish this season undefeated,
an notable feat against each tough
competition as Penn and the
British Officers Club.
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Outta Here!! Team captain Dave Kouba bate one towards Tom Kessinger's French windows. Photo by
Eric Pefolsky.
How the Hood Was Won:

(continued from page 1)

Haverford had been put in this situation by strong performances over the fall, winter and spring by women's field hockey, volleyball, basketball and tennis, and the men's cross country team.

The victory cheers began early, with the women's lacrosse team's 15-5 trouncing of Swarthmore on Friday, and continued late into Saturday with great wins for the men's lacrosse team and both track teams. Men's tennis — scheduled for Saturday — was rained out, giving yesterday's match against nationally-ranked Swarthmore more than an air of insignificance. The baseball team was unable to fully join in the celebrations as the opener of their doubleheader was declared a tie despite Haverford having held the lead for most of the game. Although "is said a tie is like kissing a sister, Haverford had the last laugh, coming out on top 6-4 in the second leg of the twinbill Tuesday.

After years of intermittent visits, at best, the Hood is fast finding a permanent home at Haverford. Since 1954 Haverford has won the Hood a scant five times, three of those coming in the past 10 years when Haverford has had women. This year's trophy victory is due in large part to the women's athletes, who beat their Swat counterparts in field hockey, tennis, track and volleyball.

The first match of the traditional weekend was women's lacrosse, and despite being down 5-4 at the half, Haverford clearly had more than enough skill for its opponents. The Fords held Swat scoreless in the second half while sweeping the 11 goals for themselves.

Saturday's weather did not promote much of the track meets, due to the "best depth (continuing from page 1) and experienced events, due to the "best depth..."